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Alexey Lipatov 1,8, Pradeep Chaudhary2,8, Zhao Guan3,8, Haidong Lu 2, Gang Li1, Olivier Crégut4, Kokou Dodzi Dorkenoo4,
Roger Proksch5, Salia Cheriﬁ-Hertel 4, Ding-Fu Shao 2, Evgeny Y. Tsymbal 2, Jorge Íñiguez 6,7 ✉, Alexander Sinitskii 1 ✉ and
Alexei Gruverman 2 ✉
Recent theoretical predictions of ferroelectricity in two-dimensional (2D) van der Waals materials reveal exciting possibilities for their
use in scalable low-power electronic devices with polarization-dependent functionalities. These prospects have been further invigorated
by the experimental evidence of the polarization response in some transition metal chalcogenides (TMCs)—a group of narrow-band
semiconductors and semimetals with a wealth of application potential. Among the TMCs, molybdenum disulﬁde (MoS2) is known as
one of the most promising and robust 2D electronic materials. However, in spite of theoretical predictions, no ferroelectricity has been
experimentally detected in MoS2, while the emergence of this property could enhance its potential for electronics applications. Here,
we report the experimental observation of a stable room-temperature out-of-plane polarization ordering in 2D MoS2 layers, where
polarization switching is realized by mechanical pressure induced by a tip of a scanning probe microscope. Using this approach, we
create the bi-domain polarization states, which exhibit different piezoelectric activity, second harmonic generation, surface potential,
and conductivity. Ferroelectric MoS2 belongs to the distorted trigonal structural 1T” phase, where a spontaneous polarization is inferred
by its P3m1 space-group symmetry and corroborated by theoretical modeling. Experiments on the ﬂipped ﬂakes reveal that the 1T”MoS2 samples consist of the monolayers with randomly alternating polarization orientation, which form stable but switchable
“antipolar” head-to-head or tail-to-tail dipole conﬁgurations. Mechanically written domains are remarkably stable facilitating the
application of 1T”-MoS2 in ﬂexible memory and electromechanical devices.
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022)6:18 ; https://doi.org/10.1038/s41699-022-00298-5

INTRODUCTION
The emergence of ferroelectricity in two-dimensional (2D)
materials is ascribed to the loss of a center of symmetry in the
intrinsically centrosymmetric structures. Indeed, in the structures
of naturally occurred 2D transition metal chalcogenides (TMCs),
the projections of their atomic positions on the out-of-plane axis
are usually centrosymmetric1. Several mechanisms have been
proposed to explain the possibility of a stable polar state in these
materials. One is related to the polar distortions in symmetric
monolayers. It was predicted that the in-plane trimerization in
monolayer 1T-MoS2 could break the inversion symmetry and
introduce the out-of-plane polarization2. In addition, stacking of
structurally symmetric nonpolar monolayers can break the
inversion symmetry and introduce ferroelectricity in the bulk
structure as was observed experimentally for Td-WTe23. Another
mechanism is related to the intrinsic polar symmetry, such as in
In2Se3, where the ferroelectricity was predicted to arise due to the
vertical displacement of Se atoms4. Chemical functionalization can
also transform 2D materials into a ferroelectric state as predicted
for functionalized phosphorene5 and graphanol6.
In contrast to the wealth of theoretical work predicting
ferroelectricity in 2D materials, experimental conﬁrmation of these
predictions is lagging due to the generally small values of
polarization and increased leakage, which makes any dielectric
and ferroelectric measurements challenging7. Several notable
examples of experimental observation include the out-of-plane
polarization in multilayered α-In2Se3 revealed by a combination of

structural, optical and electrical characterization8,9, polarizationdependent bi-stable conductance in two- and three-layer WTe23,
robust in-plane polarization in SnTe and SnS10,11, domain structure
in WTe2 single crystals12 and in CuInP2S6 ﬂakes13, and switchable
in-plane polarization in thin ﬂakes of hybrid perovskites14.
So far, however, no ferroelectricity has been observed
experimentally in 2D molybdenum disulﬁde MoS2, a well-studied
TMC material with a set of technologically appealing properties
suitable for application in ﬂexible electronics, transparent transistor devices, and the related ﬁelds of biological and chemical
technologies15–20. Experimental realization of a ferroelectric state
in MoS2, which was predicted theoretically2, could reveal a new
physics of this material and signiﬁcantly broaden the range of its
potential applications. The easily changeable intralayer stacking
structure of the S-Mo-S layers in MoS2 gives rise to a variety of 2D
MoS2 polymorphs, which include semiconducting 2H20 and semimetallic 1T21 phases. The most thermodynamically stable 2H
phase has a layered structure, in which Mo atoms are surrounded
by six S atoms in trigonal prismatic coordination (see Supplementary Fig. 1). In centrosymmetric 1T-MoS2, the Mo atoms are
coordinated with six S atoms in an ideal octahedral arrangement.
The 1T-MoS2 phase is, however, unstable with respect to the
Peierls distortion resulting in the formation of the monoclinic
(distorted octahedral) 1T’-MoS2 phase, which is characterized by
Mo zigzag chains and S atoms arranging in deformed trigonal
antiprisms around the Mo atoms22. Despite the structural
distortions, the 1T’ phase, similar to the 2H and 1T phases, is
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2
centrosymmetric and, thus, non-polar. The earlier theoretical
assertion of ferroelectricity in 1T-MoS22 is based on the
condensation of a soft phonon mode causing a phase transformation to another distorted 1T-MoS2 phase, the noncentrosymmetric d1T phase with a tripled unit cell. The in-plane
movement of the Mo atoms breaks the symmetry among the S
atoms along the out-of-plane direction creating a z-oriented polar
distortion. However, the predicted ferroelectric phase of MoS2
remains elusive.
Here we discover emergent ferroelectricity in the recently
reported 1T”-MoS2 phase23. The distorted trigonal 1T”-MoS2 phase
belongs to the space group P3m1, which has two topologically
equivalent crystal structures related to each other by the inversion
symmetry operation, designating its ferroelectric nature. Polarization reversal in the 1T”-MoS2 phase has been realized via a
voltage-free approach by using a tip of a scanning probe
microscope (SPM) pressed against the sample surface. Facilitated
by the ﬂexoelectric effect, a tip-induced strain gradient generates
a ﬂexoelectric ﬁeld much like an applied external voltage, but in a
manner more resilient to the electronic screening and leakage,
resulting in a stable bi-domain conﬁguration with out-of-plane
polarization detected by piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM).
First-principles calculations conﬁrm the presence of spontaneous
polarization in 1T”-MoS2 as well as the existence of stable head-tohead (H-H) and tail-to-tail (T-T) dipole conﬁgurations, which have
been experimentally revealed by the experiments involving the
ﬂipped MoS2 ﬂakes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 1T-MoS2 samples were prepared by the lithiation of the
multilayer 2H-MoS2 nanosheets with thicknesses ranging from 5
to 20 nm deposited on conductive Pt/SiO2/Si substrates (see
“Methods” for details)24,25. Observation of the color change of the
lithiated ﬂakes provides preliminary veriﬁcation of the intended
2H phase conversion to the 1T phase, which has a darker color
(Fig. 1a). The emergence of additional Raman peaks at 155, 225,
289, and 328 cm-1 corresponding to the J1, J2, E1g, and J3 modes of
the 1T phase (see Supplementary Fig. 2) further conﬁrms the
transition from the 2H to the 1T phase22,26–28. To perform highresolution structural characterization, the freshly exfoliated and
lithiated MoS2 ﬂakes were transferred on a transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) grid. As expected, selected area electron
diffraction (SAED) patterns (acquired from the regions of several
hundred nanometers in the lateral dimensions) show a signiﬁcant
difference between the two phases (Fig. 1b, c). While the 2H-MoS2
ﬂakes exhibit a hexagonal arrangement of bright reﬂection spots
in the SAED pattern (Fig. 1b), the emergence of the superstructure
spots can be seen in SAED of the lithiated MoS2 ﬂakes, which
corresponds to the doubling of the unit cell parameters (Fig. 1c).
This pattern is indicative of the formation of the 1T” phase (Fig.
1d), one of the distorted variants of 1T-MoS2, which has ~2ao × 2ao
superstructure, where ao is the lattice parameter of 2H-MoS229.
The uniform appearance of the lithiated ﬂakes in TEM (Fig. 1e)
conﬁrms a complete transformation of the freshly exfoliated ﬂake
to the 1T”-MoS2 phase. This experimentally established 1T” phase
formation is further veriﬁed by image simulation, which shows
perfect matching of the theoretical diffraction patterns with the
experimental SAED images (Fig. 1b, c). For reference, Supplementary Fig. 1 displays experimental and simulated SAED patterns for
other MoS2 polymorphs.
The ﬁrst-principles calculations of 1T”-MoS2, carried out both for
monolayer and bulk cases (see Methods for details), conﬁrm the
ferroelectric nature of this structural phase. The computed atomic
structure is given in Supplementary Table 1 (see also Supplementary Fig. 3). The 1T”-MoS2 phase features a distorted octahedral
unit cell (see Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 3) with an out-ofplane dipole moment. Speciﬁcally, the in-plane displacement of
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022) 18

certain Mo atoms results in a periodic sublattice of Mo trimers
centered at S atoms (termed here as “polar”) embedded into a SMo-S matrix with atoms located near their ideal positions in the
undistorted octahedral structure23. Due to the reduced distance
between the trimerized Mo atoms, the polar S atoms (marked by
the dashed blue circles in Fig. 1d) as well as those bridging the
trimers (marked by the dashed red circles in Fig. 1d) are pushed
up from their original positions to maintain their bond lengths to
the shifted Mo atoms. This vertical displacement of the S atoms is
tantamount to the occurrence of an out-of-plane polarization. A
direct comparison of the atomic arrangement in the 1T” phase
with the parent 1T phase is shown in Supplementary Fig. 4.
The electronic band structures computed for the monolayer
and bulk 1T”-MoS2 (Supplementary Fig. 5) provide a deeper
insight into the electronic and polar behavior of the 1T” phase (see
Methods for details). The monolayer-thick 1T”-MoS2 exhibits a
semiconductor state with a direct band gap of 0.19 eV at the K
point of the Brillouin zone. On the other hand, for the bulk
(multilayer) 1T”-MoS2, we observe a signiﬁcant dispersion along
the stacking direction (Γ–Z line), in spite of the typically large interlayer separation of 5.96 Å in the relaxed bulk structure. As a result,
the multilayer 1T”-MoS2 is found to be metallic. The experimental
evidence of the metallic behavior of 1T”-MoS2 phase is provided in
Supplementary Fig. 6. Nevertheless, a polarization estimate by
computing the dipole moment of an isolated monolayer is still
feasible and yields the value of 0.04 μC cm−2 (Fig. 2a), which is
smaller than that predicted for the d1T-MoS2 polymorph2 but
deﬁnitely sizeable. Hence, according to our modeling, multilayer
1T”-MoS2 can be considered as a polar metal30.
Interestingly, the obtained sign for the polarization (Fig. 1d) is
opposite to what one would expect from the polar ionic
displacements: the polarization is aligned in the direction of the
visible S anion shift, instead of being opposite to it. To gain further
insight into this effect, in Fig. 2b we plot the charge density
obtained for the 1T” phase, a centrosymmetric (P3m1) reference
phase constructed by removing the polar distortion from the 1T”
structure, and the difference charge density between the two. We
ﬁnd that the “polar” S atoms do create a dipole opposite to their
movement, with a displaced negative charge (shown as cyan
lobes in Fig. 2b) following their movement. However, we also
observe that the remaining S atoms (which barely move along the
vertical direction) have an oppositely-oriented electron redistribution associated with them, an effect likely driven by the in-plane
displacement of the Mo atoms. The net polarization aligns with
the latter contribution, indicating that the seemingly inert S atoms
overcome the polarization created by the polar ones. This
surprising result is reminiscent of previous observations of
anomalous dynamical charges in the 1T-MoS2 structures, which
have been attributed to a strong covalency in these compounds
and the proximity to metallic phases31.
The experimental testing of the polar state of 1T”-MoS2 has
been carried out by measuring the electromechanical response of
the ﬂakes by PFM. The ﬂake thickness in these studies is in the
range of 5–20 nm. Figure 3a–c show the topography of a
representative as-prepared (pristine) 8-nm-thick 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake
along with its corresponding PFM amplitude and phase images.
Although the PFM amplitude exhibited by this particular sample is
rather weak, a number of other pristine 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes exhibit the
PFM amplitude signal that is about 3–4 times above the noise
level (see Supplementary Fig. 7) providing initial evidence of the
robust electromechanical activity and a polar state of pristine 1T”MoS2. Yellow color in the PFM phase image (Fig. 3c) represents an
“in-phase” electromechanical response to a sensing ac ﬁeld (i.e., an
increase in the sample thickness for a positive half of the applied
ac bias cycle, and sample thickness decrease for negative half of
the ac bias cycle) and corresponds to the downward polarization
direction (toward the substrate).
Published in partnership with FCT NOVA with the support of E-MRS
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Fig. 1 Synthesis and structural characterization of 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes. a MoS2 ﬂake on Si/SiO2 substrate before and after the treatment with
tert-butyllithium. b, c Experimental SAED patterns of the MoS2 ﬂakes before (b) and after (c) the lithiation treatment and the corresponding
theoretical SAED patterns constructed using the calculated atomic positions in the unit cell with the trigonal symmetry (see Supplementary
Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 2). The SAED patterns in b, c correspond to 2H-MoS2 and 1T”-MoS2 phases, respectively. d Atomic structure of
1T”-MoS2 (upper panel—top view, lower panel—side view). A unit cell is marked by the purple rhombus in the upper panel. Arrows in the
upper panel illustrate the displacements of the Mo atoms forming trimers (marked by dashed triangles). The Mo and S atoms located close to
the ideal positions in the undistorted 1T-MoS2 structure are shown as blue and yellow spheres, respectively. Arrows in the lower panel
illustrate the vertical displacements of the polar sulfur atoms in the centers of the trimers and sulfur atoms bridging the trimers (marked by
the dashed blue and red circles, respectively) from their ideal positions. Vertical displacement of the S atoms results in the emergence of an
out-of-plane polarization. e TEM image of a representative 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake (shown in blue for clarity) on a lacey carbon TEM grid.

A natural next step in establishing the ferroelectric properties of
1T”-MoS2 would be the investigation of its polarization response
under an applied electric ﬁeld32. However, the high electrical
conductance of 1T”-MoS2 (note the metallic ground state of bulk
1T”-MoS2 predicted by our DFT calculations) precludes the use of
this standard approach. On the other hand, it has been previously
demonstrated that strain gradients can play a role of an effective
electric ﬁeld due to the ﬂexoelectric effect33. Hence, highly
Published in partnership with FCT NOVA with the support of E-MRS

concentrated non-uniform stress produced by the PFM tip pressed
against the sample surface (Fig. 3d) can be used as an efﬁcient
tool for polarization reversal in highly conductive MoS2 samples,
thereby eliminating the need for electric ﬁeld application. The
outcome of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 3e, f. Scanning a 5 ×
5 µm2 area with the PFM tip under an applied load of 1100 nN
(well above the 100 nN load used during conventional PFM
measurements) results in an enhanced PFM amplitude signal
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022) 18
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Fig. 2 First-principles simulations of internal potential and
polarization for a 1T”-MoS2 monolayer. a The calculated potential
is a three-dimensional function. The “planar-average” potential is
calculated as a function of z (i.e., in the direction perpendicular to
the S-Mo-S layer) by averaging in z-planes. The three potential wells
of the planar-average potential coincide with the planes containing
the S and Mo atoms (see the atomic structure in inset with atoms
colored as in Fig. 1d). The macroscopic-average potential, commonly
used to identify the depolarizing ﬁelds, is calculated by averaging
the planar-average potential over a 3 Å-wide trailing window. It is
found that the depolarizing ﬁeld here cannot be clearly observed in
this way as the trailing window is comparable with the total width of
the layer. Nevertheless, the planar-average potential does show that
the potential well associated with the S atoms to the right of the Mo
plane is slightly deeper than the well associated with the S atoms to
the left (see zoom-in inset), which is indicative of a depolarizing ﬁeld
pointing to the left and, thus, an electric dipole pointing to the right.
b Side view of the 1T”-MoS2 monolayer, showing the computed
electronic charge density for the polar state (left panel) and a
reference centrosymmetric structure obtained by removing the
polar distortion from the polar one (center panel). The ﬁnal ﬁgure
(right panel) shows a charge density difference, where cyan lobes
indicate an excess of electrons in the polar state. In the left image,
the charged density of “polar” and seemingly “inert” sulfur atoms
are labeled by green and orange dots, respectively.

(Fig. 3e) and PFM phase reversed by 180° (Fig. 3f), which is a
strong indication of the robust polarization switched by the tipinduced mechanical stress. Topographic imaging does not show
any sample damage and only minor (about 0.5 nm) depression on
the ﬂake surface subjected to stress. The switched polarization
state is highly stable as the PFM amplitude and phase signals
monitored over a period of several weeks did not show any
signiﬁcant decay. It is worth mentioning that the observed effect
is independent of the type of substrate material as it has been
observed in the ﬂakes on Pt, Au, and La0.67Sr0.33MnO3 electrodes
(see Supplementary Fig. 7). For reference, the same mechanical
switching approach has been applied to the non-polar semiconducting allotrope of molybdenum disulﬁde with hexagonal
symmetry, 2H-MoS2 (See Supplementary Fig. 8). Notably, no
change in the PFM response has been observed indicating that
the induced switching seen in Fig. 3e, f is inherently related to the
ferroelectric nature of 1T”-MoS2.
Further characterization of 1T”-MoS2 with respect to its ferroelectric behavior involved testing of the mechanically-switched
state by a set of complementary local probe microscopy
techniques. Results of application of Laser Doppler Vibrometer
(LDV) spectroscopy, which enables quantitative measurements of
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022) 18

the piezoelectric response by direct measurements of the
cantilever displacement in PFM experiments34, are shown in Fig.
3g. It is seen that while the pristine area of the 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake
exhibits a measurable piezoelectric coefﬁcient d33 of 0.7 ± 0.4 pm/
V (which is slightly above the noise level of 0.3 pm/V), the
mechanically poled region is characterized by a much higher d33
value of 2.8 ± 0.4 pm/V. Nearly ﬂat frequency response in the
range from 50 to 275 kHz indicates a negligible contribution from
the cantilever dynamics to the measured PFM amplitude signal
suggesting unambiguous and accurate evaluation of the piezoelectric coefﬁcient not affected by an instrumental background
signal (Supplementary Fig. 9).
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) measurements (Fig. 3h)
provide further evidence for the stress-induced switching of
polarization in 1T”-MoS2. It should be noted that in the case of
perovskite ferroelectrics, such as BaTiO3, the strain gradient due to
the tip pressure switches polarization from the upward to the
downward direction (see Supplementary Fig. 10)35. However, 1T”MoS2 displays an opposite response: KPFM reveals a potential
drop of 0.12 V in the region subjected to the tip-induced stress (as
opposed to the potential increase in BaTiO3 shown in Supplementary Fig. 10), which can be attributed to the negative
screening charges compensating the bound charges of the
upward polarization. Electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) imaging
(Fig. 3i) of the same region also shows a contrast change
consistent with the upward polarization corroborating the KPFM
results. The KPFM/EFM data are in agreement with the PFM phase
results (Fig. 3f). Overall, these ﬁndings indicate that the tip
pressure switches 1T”-MoS2 to the upward polarization state, i.e.,
opposite to that in perovskite ferroelectrics. This effect, which
requires further investigation, might be related either to the
anomalous behavior of polarization in 1T”-MoS2, where the
induced polarization is pointing in the same direction as
the displacement of S anions rather than opposite to it, or to
the negative value of the ﬂexoelectric coefﬁcient.
On the basis of the obtained structural data, computational
modeling, and SPM characterization results, it is evident that
pristine 1T”-MoS2 exhibits a switchable polar state, i.e., 1T”-MoS2 is
ferroelectric. To explain a relatively weak PFM amplitude signal
intermittently encountered in some pristine 1T”-MoS2 samples, we
performed additional testing experiments on the ﬂakes that have
been ﬂipped over (Fig. 4a) (see also “Methods” and Supplementary
Fig. 11 for details). It is natural to expect that after ﬂipping a
polarized pristine 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake would exhibit a different PFM
phase contrast due to the reversed polarization direction, while its
PFM amplitude signal would remain the same. However, the
obtained results turned out to be more complicated than
expected. Figure 4 shows two 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes (#1 and #2) with
the downward polarization in the pristine state (Fig. 4b) where the
central regions were poled upward by the tip-induced mechanical
stress (Fig. 4c). After ﬂipping them over, ﬂake #1 exhibited the
inverted PFM phase contrast corresponding to the upward
polarization, while ﬂake #2 still displayed the phase contrast
consistent with the downward polarization (Fig. 4d). Moreover,
both ﬂakes displayed a uniform phase contrast showing no traces
of the mechanically poled regions. After the ﬂakes had been
ﬂipped back, the previously poled regions were still present
manifesting their remarkable stability against the changing
chemical and mechanical boundary conditions (Fig. 4e). The
PFM amplitude images complementary to the data in Fig. 4b–e
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 12.
These results can be understood if one assumes that oppositely
polarized layers can coexist within a 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake, thus forming
head-to-head (H-H) and tail-to-tail (T-T) dipole conﬁgurations
(Fig. 4f), which we term as “antipolar.” From this point of view, the
fact that, upon ﬂipping, ﬂake #2 exhibits unchanged PFM phase
contrast with respect to the pristine state indicates that both the
top and bottom layers in this ﬂake exhibit inward polarization
Published in partnership with FCT NOVA with the support of E-MRS
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Fig. 3 Probing the electromechanical and electrical properties of 1T”-MoS2. a Topographic image of the pristine 8-nm-thick ﬂake. The
dashed line represents the 5 × 5 µm2 region that is subjected to a mechanical load of 1100 nN. b, c PFM amplitude (b) and phase (c) images of
the pristine 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake. d Schematics of an experiment on application of mechanical stress by a PFM tip. e, f PFM amplitude (e) and phase
(f) images of the same 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake after application of mechanical stress. g The frequency-dependent piezoelectric response acquired by
LDV in the pristine and mechanically poled regions of the 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake. h, i KPFM (h) and EFM (i) maps of the 1T”-MoS2 ﬂake after
application of mechanical stress. A bright region in the EFM phase image (i) acquired with a dc read bias of +3 V corresponds to the negative
surface charge, which is further corroborated by the reduced contact potential difference in the same region seen in the KPFM image (h).

(Fig. 4h), while in ﬂake #1 these layers are aligned in the same
direction (Fig. 4g). A stress gradient applied to the ﬂake with the
downward polarization is expected to induce switching to the
upward state, but only in the topmost layers and not across the
whole thickness of the ﬂake, as the strain is concentrated in a
small volume right underneath the pressing tip35,36. It has been
found that even ﬂakes as thin as 5 nm could not be switched
completely across their thickness, which explains the nonappearance of the poled regions in the thicker ﬂipped ﬂakes in
Fig. 4d. Thicker ﬂakes might have irregular combinations of the
oppositely poled layers with H-H and T-T dipole conﬁgurations,
which would explain variability of the PFM amplitude signals in
the pristine and poled 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes.
The existence of stable antipolar dipole conﬁgurations is also
conﬁrmed by the second harmonic generation (SHG) measurements37 (see “Methods” and Supplementary Fig. 13), which reveal
a signiﬁcant difference between the signals from the pristine and
Published in partnership with FCT NOVA with the support of E-MRS

mechanically poled regions in 1T”-MoS2. Observation of a robust
nonlinear optical response from the pristine 1T”-MoS2 (see
Supplementary Fig. 14) is indicative of its polar nature. It should
be noted that the oppositely polarized layers are characterized by
the same SHG susceptibility tensor components but with opposite
signs. On the other hand, because of the quadratic dependence of
the SHG intensity on the susceptibility, mutually antiparallel
domains are expected to exhibit the same SHG intensity but with
a phase shift of π (see Supplementary Information for details).
Thus, the reduced intensity observed in the mechanically poled
area with respect to the surrounding region (Supplementary Fig.
14) is consistent with an incomplete reversal of the polarization
across the ﬂake thickness: its lower SHG contrast is due to the
destructive interference between the two π-shifted signals
(Supplementary Fig. 13).
A coexistence of highly stable oppositely polarized layers in 1T”MoS2 requires additional consideration. The H-H and T-T interfaces
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022) 18
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Fig. 4 Observation of the PFM signals in the ﬂipped 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes. a Scheme of the experiment that involves mechanical poling and
ﬂipping of the ﬂakes. b PFM phase images of two pristine 8-nm-thick 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes with downward polarization. c PFM phase images of the
same ﬂakes after application of a mechanical load of 1100 nN to their central regions resulting in the switching to the upward polarization
state. d PFM phase images of the same ﬂakes after they were ﬂipped over and placed on the same substrate. The entire ﬂake #1 exhibits the
upward polarization, while the entire ﬂake #2 exhibits the downward polarization. e PFM phase images of the same ﬂakes after they were
ﬂipped back to their original orientation. f Illustrations of the antipolar H-H and T-T dipole alignments. g, h Schemes of the dipole alignments
in ﬂakes #1 and #2 in their pristine state and after mechanical poling corresponding to the experimental results shown in b–e.

should be charged due to the polarization discontinuity, i.e.,
∇  P ≠ 0. In conventional perovskite ferroelectric materials, such as
PbTiO3 or BaTiO3, such charged domain walls are hard to obtain;
however, they are frequently observed in ferroelectrics with a
small value of spontaneous polarization and efﬁcient electronic
screening (for example, hexagonal manganites38). Since 1T”-MoS2
displays a weak polarization and metallic conductivity along the
stacking direction, it clearly belongs to the latter category. To
verify the feasibility of the stable H-H and T-T dipole alignments,
we performed ﬁrst-principles calculations of the antipolar 1T”MoS2 with the results summarized in Supplementary Fig. 15. It has
been found that in the antipolar state, the individual MoS2
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022) 18

monolayers retain their polarization. The calculated antipolar
interface energy (an average of the H-H and T-T cases, as they
appear in pairs in the periodically-repeated simulation supercell) is
18 mJ m−2, which is very small compared to a typical value of the
domain-wall energy in classic ferroelectric materials (for example,
the energies of neutral domain walls commonly observed in
PbTiO3 range between 30 and 130 mJ m−2)39. This result conﬁrms
that the antipolar H-H and T-T dipole alignments in 1T”-MoS2 are
thermodynamically stable.
In summary, using a combination of the synthesis, ﬁrstprinciples modeling, structural characterization, and SPM probing
of the electromechanical properties, we have demonstrated the
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ferroelectric behavior of 2D 1T”-MoS2—a polar metal with
switchable polarization. We have found unambiguous evidence
of a stable antipolar structure consisting of oppositely polarized
layers where polarization can be switched by tip-induced
mechanical pressure due to the ﬂexoelectric effect. The head-tohead and tail-to-tail dipole arrangements give rise to wide
variability of piezoresponse and associated electronic properties
of 1T”-MoS2 due to the formation of the charged interfaces
between adjacent polar layers. The coexistence of switchable
polarization and metallic conduction makes 1T”-MoS2 a member
of a handful of materials with this unique property. Overall, the
experimental demonstration of ferroelectricity in 2D molybdenum
disulﬁde opens new perspectives for the fundamental studies of
this compound and enables new functionality, which could be
exploited in novel electronic applications.

METHODS
Fabrication of 1T”-MoS2 samples
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received
unless noted otherwise. 2H-MoS2 ﬂakes with thicknesses ranging from
5 nm to 20 nm were exfoliated from commercial MoS2 crystals (SPI
supplies) using an adhesive tape and deposited on conductive (Pt/SiO2/Si)
substrates. The samples were transferred to a nitrogen-ﬁlled glovebox,
where they were soaked in dry hexane for 5 min and then in 2.5 M solution
of tert-butyllithium in hexane for 3 h. The produced 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes were
then soaked in dry hexane and rinsed with ethanol to remove possible
lithium residues24. Optical microscopy was conducted to locate ﬂakes with
uniform colors and clean surfaces, which were used for further studies.

Structural characterization of the MoS2 samples
Raman spectra of the pristine and lithiated MoS2 ﬂakes were recorded
using a Thermo Scientiﬁc DXR Raman microscope with a 532 nm excitation
laser. A relatively low laser power of 2 mW was used to prevent possible
phase transformations in MoS2 ﬂakes due to overheating. TEM images and
SAED diffraction patterns of MoS2 ﬂakes were recorded using a FEI Tecnai
Osiris scanning transmission electron microscope equipped with a HAADF
detector and a X-FEG high brightness Schottky ﬁeld emission gun; the
accelerating voltage was 200 kV. The ﬂakes were transferred from Pt/SiO2/
Si substrates to a TEM grid using a sacriﬁcial cellulose ﬁlm. Analysis of the
diffraction patterns was performed with the CrysTBox software40 using
MoS2 structural models from ref. 23.

Flipping procedure of 1T”-MoS2 ﬂakes
First, (i) MoS2 ﬂake on Pt substrate is covered by cellulose solution in ethyl
acetate and let dry in air for 5 min (Supplementary Fig. 11). (ii) The cellulose
forms a semitransparent ﬁlm, making it easy to locate the ﬂake and conﬁrm
it was not detached from the substrate. The sides of the substrate should be
cleaned from the cellulose ﬁlm by a razor blade to prevent its sticking in the
next step. (iii) Then one of the substrate’s side is partially submerged under
DI water so that the surface of the water slightly covers the cellulose ﬁlm.
When water permeates the interface between the substrate and the ﬁlm, the
latter detaches from the substrate and ﬂoats on the surface of the water. The
substrate is slowly submerged further until the entire substrate is underwater, and the ﬁlm is ﬂoating freely. Since adhesion between cellulose and a
ﬂake is stronger than that between the ﬂake and a substrate, the cellulose
ﬁlm carries the MoS2 ﬂake with it on water. The advantage of using cellulose
is that the transfer can be made from various substrates, including
conductive Pt, and does not require using toxic chemicals like HF. (iv) The
ﬂoating ﬁlm is then ﬁshed out by a thick (~2 mm) and ﬁrm polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) ﬁlm. (v) After drying for 5 min in the air, the PDMS is cleaned
with ethyl acetate, which is gently poured on the substrate for 2 min to
dissolve the cellulose. After drying, (vi) clean MoS2/PDMS ﬁlm is ﬂipped over,
placed on a new Pt-covered substrate with MoS2 facing down, and gently
pressed to ensure adhesion between the ﬂake and the substrate. Finally, (vii)
the PDMS ﬁlm is carefully peeled off, revealing the ﬂipped MoS2 ﬂake resting
on a Pt-covered substrate.
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Local probe microscopy measurements
Local SPM measurements were performed using a commercial atomic
force microscopy (AFM) system (MFP-3D, Asylum Research) with Pt-coated
conductive AFM tips (PPP-EFM, Nanosensors). For PFM imaging, an ac
modulation bias with an amplitude of 0.5–0.8 V and frequency of
330–360 kHz was applied to the tip, which scanned the sample surface
under a normal loading force <100 nN. Mechanical poling was realized by
scanning a sample area in the contact mode under a high loading force (in
the range from 300 nN up to 2000 nN) while both the tip and the bottom
electrode were grounded. The cantilever spring constant was calibrated by
the thermal noise method built-in in the AFM system.
KPFM imaging was performed in the two-pass regime: the ﬁrst pass
allowed mapping the topography, and the second pass enabled surface
potential mapping with the tip kept at a constant height of 30 nm from the
surface. During EFM imaging, which was also carried in the non-contact
regime, a constant dc bias of +3 V was applied to the tip while the tip was
oscillated at a frequency slightly below resonance around 75 kHz.
CAFM imaging and I–V spectroscopy were performed in the contact
mode with a bias applied to the bottom electrode and current being
collected via a current ampliﬁer on a tip side. A read dc bias of 0.2 V was
applied during CAFM imaging.
The interferometric LDV spectroscopy measurements were performed on
a commercially available AFM system (Cypher S, Asylum Research) equipped
with an interferometric displacement sensor option. For quantitative
piezoelectric testing, the vertical displacement of the cantilever immediately
above the tip location in response to the modulated tip-sample bias was
directly measured via the interferometer system with the sub-picometer
precision. The interferometer signal was collected at a ﬁxed ac bias with 1 V
amplitude for a frequency range from 20 to 800 kHz.

SHG measurements
The SHG measurements were conducted by means of a scanning confocal
microscope in reﬂection geometry (Supplementary Fig. 13). The fundamental wave was provided by a Spectra Physics Ti:Al2O3 laser
(Millenium–Tsunami combination), which generated 100 fs pulses with a
repetition rate of 80 MHz and a wavelength centered at 800 nm. The laser
beam was directed at normal incidence to the sample and focused with
and ×60 magniﬁcation objective lens (numerical aperture N.A. = 0.85). The
SHG images were obtained by scanning the sample with respect to the
incoming beam using computer-controlled stepping motors with a
minimum step of 50 nm and recording the SHG signal at each scan step
with a typical exposure time of 100 ms/step at a power of 30 mW. The
output intensity was spectrally ﬁltered and collected into a photomultiplier. Motorized polarizer and analyzer allowed for polarimetry analysis.

First-principles simulations
A density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the software package
VASP41,42 has been used for ﬁrst-principles modeling. We have veriﬁed that
the so-called “PBEsol” energy functional43 yields the structural parameters
(particularly, the out-of-plane lattice constant) comparable to experimental
values for the 1T-MoS2 phase. Speciﬁcally, PBEsol renders 6.12 Å, which is
in good agreement with the experimental data ranging from 6.15 to
6.29 Å44. In contrast, a “PBE” functional45 yields a too-long interlayer
spacing (7.04 Å), and the various van der Walls corrections render scattered
results that do not improve over the PBEsol solution. Hence, given that in
the polar phases of interest, the unscreened short-range electrostatic
interactions controlling the coupling between layers can be expected, we
used the regular PBEsol approximation. The interaction between the core
and valence electrons was treated within the Projector-Augmented Wave
approach46, solving explicitly for the following electrons: Mo’s 4s, 4p, 4d
and 5s, and S’s 3s and 3p. Reciprocal space integrals were computed using
an 8 × 8 × 8 k-point grid for a typical bulk-like supercell with 4 formula
units, and equivalent grids when bigger supercells were employed. We
explicitly checked that the calculation conditions were well-converged for
our current purposes (e.g., energy differences between the 1T” and d1T
polymorphs of MoS2 were converged to within 1 meV per Mo atom for a
6 × 6 × 6 k-point grid.)
For the calculations of multilayer (bulk) 1T”-MoS2, in both the
monodomain and polydomain states, we considered different stacking
of the layers (up to four possibilities per case), running relaxations where
no symmetry was imposed. All relaxations converged to the structures
here reported, which can thus be taken as robust energy minima.
npj 2D Materials and Applications (2022) 18
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DATA AVAILABILITY
All relevant data that support the ﬁndings of this study are available in the article and
its supplementary ﬁles. Source data for Figs. 2a and 3g and other additional data are
available from the authors upon request.

CODE AVAILABILITY
The simulations were run using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP), a
proprietary code that can be obtained from the developers (see www.vasp.at). For
the analysis, we used the VASPKIT package (http://vaspkit.com/) and we used the
VESTA code to prepare some ﬁgures (https://jp-minerals.org/vesta/en/); both of them
can be freely obtained from the indicated sites. The diffraction patterns were
simulated using the CrysTBox, which is available from the developer (see www.fzu.cz/
crystbox).
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